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Abstract 
Quantum cognition is a scientific approach to cognitive phenomena which makes use of the mathe- 
matical formalism of quantum theory. Quantum interference effect constitutes one of this theory’s 
main tenets and has been repeatedly demonstrated experimentally, in the last decade, in adult 
subjects. In the present paper, we aim to demonstrate, for the first time, the existence of the quan-
tum interference effect on children during an experiment involving an integration of cognition and 
emotion. Our positive results consolidate the presuppositions of quantum cognition, enlarging its 
field of application to children’s mental apparatus and evidence the important question to con-
sider the quantum model in the current investigated question of the interaction of cognition and 
emotion in children at neurological and psychological levels. 
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1. Introduction 
Cognition is the mental process of knowing, including aspects such as awareness, perception, reasoning, and 
judgment. It relates what comes to be known, perception, reasoning or intuition, and knowledge. One of our 
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long-range goals is to understand the neural underpinnings of human emotion and to examine how cognitive and 
emotional brain systems interact in the generation of complex behaviour. Cognitive science is already an ad-
vanced discipline, but we are still far from a thorough understanding on cognitive mechanisms and on the rela-
tionship between cognition and emotion.  

In the last years, many studies have greatly contributed to the development of a new scientific approach pres-
ently called quantum cognition. Starting in 2003, A. Y. Khrennikov first studied this field in detail; from 2003 
onwards, in collaboration with one of us (EC) (see Conte [1] for details on his initial contributions already in 
1980-1986), these two authors developed theoretical and experimental results contributing to the advance in this 
field. For a comprehensive review, one may read Khrennikov [2] and Conte [1]. Other authors have given im-
portant contributions to this matter as well (Aerts, 1991 [3]; Bruza and Kitto, 2007, Busemeyer (see Buse-
meyer and Bruza, 2012) [4] and still Snyder [5] and Bourdley [6] [7]).  

All these investigations have given us proofs of quantum cognition’s validity in the study of human cognition. 
Specifically, our experiments have granted us with decisive evidence regarding the existence of quantum inter-
ference during perceptive and cognitive performances in humans [1] [8]-[10].  

For the purpose of the present paper, we highlight our recent experiments, with adult subjects, where we have 
used ambiguous figures and the Stroop effect to test semantic conflicts, and cognitive anomalies such as the 
conjunction fallacy (see Conte et al. [11]; Conte [1] [9] and references therein for a complete list of the papers). 
At an ontological level, Conte’s main conclusions go against some of our most solid convictions. Currently, our 
historical position in physical science, as well as in psychology and neurosciences, posits matter in space and 
time, existing as an objective entity independent of human mental entities. These entities of course operate in the 
abstract, in a condition of total separation and independence, and one of constant interaction with external objec-
tive material reality. The mechanism is as follows: we have interaction matter-mental reality. An object is per-
ceived from the brain by the sense organs. They transmit information and the perceived features are transformed 
by the sense organs into neural activities by an operation that we call transduction. Consequently, brain realizes 
a mental representation of the object. This is a well established stimulus-response like mechanism that of course 
at a macroscopic scale may be experimentally verified each time, and we have no need to debate about it. How-
ever, this model still contains a peculiar feature: both matter and mental entities are well separated, matter is po-
sitioned in space and in time while mental entities remain confined in an abstract space that we are unable to 
characterize in detail. It remains a difficult matter to establish if and where they are actually located. In recent 
years, some Conte’s studies have been developed on the basis of a quantum model. It suggests a different per-
spective, indicating the possibility that actually human cognitive dynamics arises, coexisting ab initio in 
strong relation with the material sphere. This has indicated us that the conceptual foundations of quantum me-
chanics can have an elective role in understanding the way through which primary elements of cognition on one 
hand and material reality on the other are able to coexist ab initio. As previously outlined, we are accustomed to 
considering reality as affected by a definite dualism. On one side, we admit that matter exists per se independ-
ently from our observation and measurement (particles, atomic nuclei, molecules…). On the other side, we 
admit the existence of a human cognitive structure and function, which is able to receive inputs from the outside 
sphere, and to elaborate such information by performing semantic acts and decisions. Now, Conte’s studies on 
quantum mechanics have led us to an opposite direction. This is to say that they have given us evidence that 
quantum mechanics has some basic and peculiar features whose origin is located in logic and cognition 
[12]-[14]. It contains an indication of ab initio existing of our primary cognitive elements [12] [15] [16]. In par-
ticular, the wave function of quantum mechanics, which is the pillar of the theory, must be considered as a factor 
of knowledge closely related with cognitive performance. For details, see Conte [10] [17]-[19].  

As an overall conclusion, it arises that there are stages of our reality in which it is impossible to uncondition-
ally define the truth. Mental entities are algebraically represented in the quantum model by abstract elements of 
a so-called Clifford algebra whose elements, when characterizing logic statements, assume a truth content that 
is relative to the transformation we are considering. The truth is subjected to an irreducible intrinsic and onto-
logical indetermination as well as the same concept of existence [14] [16] [20].  

Therefore, the first step is that at this level we lose the possibility to unconditionally define the truth. In detail, 
at these levels of reality, the fundamental features of cognition (and thus of the logic) and language—i.e. con-
ceptual entities—acquire the same importance of what is being described. Here, we cannot separate the features 
of matter per se from the features of cognition and language used to describe it. Conceptual entities are insepa-
rable from matter as object of our cognitive performance. They coexist. 
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This conclusion, shared also previously by other authors such as Orlov [20], nevertheless seems to subvert our 
traditional approach to cognitive science, opening new and interesting perspectives in this field. The delineated 
quantum model is explained in detail in several Conte’s papers, but, in particular, some important features of his 
quantum model and of further importance in neuroscience are discussed in detail in the section entitled “Appli-
cation of the Present Theory to Cognitive Processes in Psychology” of the paper given in [21]. Therefore, since 
it is important to elaborate all the features of the assumed quantum model, we consider that the previously men-
tioned section is mainly an integrating part of the present paper. Consequently, we retain this mentioned section 
as basic neuroscience foundation of the present paper, in addition to the other papers mentioned in references. 

We consider the present study as a further attempt to support the quantum cognitive model that in our opinion 
is of valuable interest in psychology as well as in neurosciences. On the other hand, in order to support such 
evidences, we need new experimental confirmations. That’s exactly the aim of the present paper. 

2. The Basic Theoretical Elaboration  
The adopted quantum model is rather simple. Let us recall one basic postulate of the quantum theory. Any physical 
system is described by a state vector ψ which is positioned in a Hilbert space, a complex vector space equipped 
with an inner product ϕ ψ . A state vector has unit norm 1.ψ ψ =  

One of the basic tenets of quantum theory is the so called Superposition Principle. It states that any two state 
vectors (in a Hilbert space) of a quantum mechanical system, can be coherently and linearly added together to 
form another valid state of the system: For H∈ψϕ, , we have, a bψ ϕΨ = + ; with ,a b C∈ ; 2a  
being the probability for state ψ; 2b  being the probability for state ϕ ; and ψ and ϕ  forming an orthonormal 
basis. Out of the mathematical rigour, the importance of the superposition principle resides in the innovative 
profile that it delineates about quantum reality. This principle sabotages our traditional approach to reality. This 
happens because it admits the existence of multiple states simultaneously which is the same as considering that 
the reality outlined by quantum mechanics does not have a direct counterpart in the Boolean logic. In our current 
everyday experience, at a macroscopic level, we are accustomed, for example, to observe a traffic light that is 
always either red either green. The Superposition Principle admits instead that alternatives coexist simultane-
ously which, in the given example, is the same as saying that both red and green lights coexist simultaneously 
(at least on the level of ontological potentiality). In brief, the Superposition Principle responds to the “And” 
rather to the “Or” logic. While it seems rather difficult to conceive this principle on the macroscopic material 
level, we are nevertheless able to apply it on a cognitive level, admitting the possibility of simultaneous coexis-
tence of two mental states in humans. We have a large set of possible empirical evidences at psychological level.  

There is still another feature that results of great importance in Superposition Principle. As seen previously, 
we represent the state as a bψ ϕΨ = + ; with ,a b C∈ ; 2a  being the probability for state ψ; 2b  being 
the probability for state ϕ ; and ψ and ϕ  forming an orthonormal basis. 

The presence of complex numbers ,a b C∈  indicates probability amplitudes so that 2a  being the prob-
ability for state ψ; 2b  being the probability for state ϕ . Consequently, the emerging model of reality as de-
scribed from quantum mechanics is that one of a structure that in principle is marked from an intrinsic and irre-
ducible indetermination in which the probability field is responsible of the events that we observe. Probability in 
quantum mechanics no more relates our ignorance about the set of possible happening events; it marks the irre-
ducible indetermination of our reality at quantum level.  

We shall now examine the problem of the quantum interference which is strongly related with the Superposi-
tion Principle in quantum mechanics.  

Let us consider that a device is spraying particles at a screen in which there are two opening slits which may 
or may not be covered. 

First, suppose the experiment is carried out with only one slit opened, say Slit 1. The particles target the de-
tecting screen and the experimental outcome is represented by a curve ( )1P x  in a way that ( )1P x  δ(x) repre-
sents the probability of a particle landing in the range (x, x + δx). If we cover this slit and open the other, we will 
obtain a curve ( )2P x  similar to ( )1P x  according to the following picture (Figure 1). 

This is of course exactly what we expect when performing such experiment at a macroscopic level. Finally, 
we admit that both slits are opened. We would then observe that the particles would sometimes come through 
Slit 1 and sometimes through Slit 2, varying between the two possibilities in a random way. This will produce  
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Figure 1. Edge-on view of particle source, two-slit diaphragm, and detection screen with respective patterns for situation 
A (top-slit open; bottom-slit closed) and situation B (top-slit closed; bottom-slit open).                               

 
two piles behind each slit which constitute the sum of the results that would be observed with one or the other 
slit opened. 

Consequently, we should have 
( ) ( ) ( )12 1 2P x P x P x= +  

Instead, according to quantum mechanics we have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )12 1 2 1 2 1 22 cosP x P x P x P x P x P x P xϑ= + + ≠ +  

We obtain what it is called a typical quantum interference pattern where a new term is given by 

( ) ( )1 22 cosP x P x ϑ . 

In conclusion, quantum mechanics introduces a model of reality that is marked by an intrinsic, irreducible inde-
termination signed from probability amplitudes and from the abstract field of probabilities. As previously indi-
cated, a detailed explanation of such question with particular relation to neuroscience is given in [20] [22]-[26]. 

In addition we have still an important feature to be outlined. As said, quantum interference patterns represent 
a further distinctive peculiarity of quantum theory.  

We have to evidence a very remarkable feature: in accord with the previous studies of Orlov, we have found 
basic theoretical results evidencing that the previously mentioned quantum interference arises also when we use 
logic statements. We have given particular evidence of such result in our papers [1] [13]. Therefore, in order to 
obtain quantum interference we do not need particles targeting the detecting screen as previously discussed. We 
obtain the same quantum interference using mental entities as abstract logic statements. This is an important 
result on the way to support our quantum model as previously detailed and to evidence the particular role of 
quantum mechanics in the dynamics of mental entities. Soon after we have to add still some comment about the 
manner in which we have used here such term of probability. Probability filed is still an abstract entity having, 
however, a specific role. Margenau [22] as well as Eccles [23] [24], discussed the essence and the intrinsic role 
of such probability fields in the dynamics of our mental events. In this approach probabilities represent an ab-
stract field that of course is responsible of events in quantum dynamical reality. Mental events cause neural 
events analogously to the manner in which probability fields of quantum mechanics are causatively responsible 
for physical events (Wolf [25]). Beck and Eccles [26] formulated a quantum approach entering quantum me-
chanics in brain dynamics in connection with exocytosis that, as it is well known, relates the release of the con-
tents of a vesicle, filled with neurotransmitter, from a nerve terminal into a synaptic cleft. In order to describe 
such basic process, they used a pillar of quantum mechanics, the quantum mechanical tunnelling. Also Wolker 
obtained similar results [27] and also Conte [28]. 

On the basis of such results, we introduce the following statement, as a hypothesis to be tested experimentally: 
in decision-making, every time a subject is called to make a decision about a posed task and such task is marked 
by an intrinsic ambiguity, that is to say by inner and irreducible indetermination, the Superposition Principle of 
quantum mechanics holds and consequently we must expect quantum interference. Obviously, such basic state-
ment must have a neurological counterpart that requires to be studied in detail. Briefly we may outline it here in 
the following manner: brain not only delineates consciousness awareness “to see”, it also “expects” probabilis-
tic predictive scenarios based on its innate tendency to the foresight of the future. Such probabilistic brain fea-
ture to do conscious predictions does not relate rules of classical probability but instead quantum probabilistic 
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rules as obtained and explained in detail by us in our previous papers [17] [18]. 
Finally, the hypothesis of existing quantum interference in mental processes not only has been evidenced by 

us using basic theoretical elaborations, but also has already been tested by us experimentally through the use of 
ambiguous figures and the Stroop test, known for its capacity to induce semantic conflicts. We have yet made 
further experiments in the context of cognitive anomalies such as the conjunction fallacy. The aim of the present 
research was to perform an experiment that has basic analogies with an experiment that was previously evi-
denced from other authors (Busemeyer and Wang [29]; Busemeyer, Wang and Lambert-Mogiliansky [30]). The 
finality of our experiment, however, is different.  

Let us fix it.  
It is of neurological and psychological interest to investigate the integration of the emotion and of cognition in 

children. As it is obvious it is constituting presently the object of crescent interest (Calkins et al. [31]). The aim 
of our experiment was to perform it in children in order to investigate if quantum interference arises and thus if 
the role of quantum mechanics and of the quantum model previously discussed, must be accounted during spe-
cialized neurological as well as psychological investigation on integration of emotion and cognition during the 
development in children. 

3. The Experiment  
Forty healthy children with ages between 6 and 11 years (mean age 8 ± 1.7) were randomly recruited in a com-
mercial area, after voluntary acceptance to participate in the experiment. and written signature of parents agree-
ment. They were then randomly allocated into two subgroups-each composed of 10 subjects of each sex-identi- 
fied as groups A and B. The first group was shown a picture displayed on a tablet screen (Figure 2), and then 
asked if they felt more prompt to attack the represented element or to withdraw from it. We’ve shown the same 
picture to group B however, before submitting them to the precedent task, we’ve asked them to first identify the 
evoked feelings through the question “does this picture makes you angry or scared?”. In this manner, in such 
group B we objectively marked more integration of emotion and cognition respect to group A. 

With this experiment, it was our intention to demonstrate a quantum interference effect. Therefore, we’ve in-
troduced, in Group A, a dichotomous variable A, taking the possible two values, +1 or −1. The probabilities 
( )1p A = +  and ( )1p A = −  were then estimated. To Group B we’ve introduced a new variable B, with possi-

ble values B = +1 or B = −1, before submitting them to the task already proposed to Group A. In this case the 
following probabilities were estimated ( )1p B = + , ( )1p B = − , ( )1 1p A B= + = + , ( )1 1p A B= + = − , 
( )1 1p A B= − = + , and ( )1 1p A B= − = − .  
Note the experimental situation: if, during the perception and cognition effort of the subjects submitted to the 

tasks, quantum mechanics did not apply, classical Bayes’s theorem should hold and we should obtain, p(A = +1) 
(Group A) = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1 1 1p B p A B p B p A B= + = + = + + = − = + = −  (Group B) and a similarly expres-
sion for ( )1p A = − . 

 

 
Figure 2. Presented picture.                                 
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If instead the superposition principle and quantum interference were to be manifested in this experiment-thus 
confirming a role for quantum mechanics during the perception and the cognition of children, we should have 
instead, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 1 1 1 cos

p A p B p A B p B p A B

p B p A B p A B ϑ

= + = = + = + = + + = − = + = −

+ = + = + = + = − = +
 

Implying the presence of the quantum interference term  

( ) ( ) ( )2 1 1 1 1 1 cosp B p A B p A B ϑ= + = + = + = − = +  

4. Results and Conclusions  
We obtained the following results. 

Group A Group B  

Variable A Variable B Variable B/A 

( )1 0.15P + =  ( )1 2 20 0.1P + = =  ( )1 1 0.5P A B= + = + = , ( )1 1 0.167P A B= + = − =  

( )1 0.85P − =  ( )1 0.9P − =  ( )1 1 0.5P A B= − = + = , ( )1 1 0.833P A B= − = − =  

 
Using the formula previously outlined, we obtained for ( )1p A = +  a value cos 0.29011ϑ+ = −  and  

1.865146ϑ+ = .  
Generally speaking, we may therefore conclude that children’s perceptive-cognitive performance is subject to 

quantum interference. This conclusion, already achieved with adult subjects, strengthens the role of quantum 
cognition in the study of human cognitive operations, eventually leading us to the development of a more com-
plete grounded theory of the mind which can help better understand not only human personality, but also mental 
disorders. 

Specifically, these results reveal themselves to be particularly meaningful in the way that they point us to un-
traveled directions. As said, neurologists, in particular developmental theorists from some time, are elaborating 
that emotion and cognition are inseparable components of the developmental process in children. Some results 
evidence that the two components are fully integrated from different factors and in particular school age. How-
ever, although valuable theoretical work describing this interaction and empirical work have been conducted on 
this matter, final evidence has not still been obtained and a rather detailed model able to quantify the integration 
is still missing. The aim of the studies is to address the co-development of emotional and cognitive processes by 
integrating theoretical and empirical work on these processes. We retain to have reached a preliminary but im-
portant result in this paper, since we have formulated a detailed quantum model whose details of course may be 
further deepened as illustrated in Conte [10]; we have reached evidence of such existing integration emo-
tion-cognition attributing to the variable B more the value of a pure emotive variable and to A that one of a more 
pure cognitive variable, and finally, for the first time, we have been able to quantify the entity of the integration 
by evaluating the interference term whose value has been previously reported. This methodological procedure 
opens the way to study more and more detailed experimental conditions in which an accurate analysis of the in-
tegration emotion-cognition is required not only for basic theoretical explanations but also for correlated clinical 
evaluations. A final comment: neuroscience needs to find a direct link with our quantum model. All the basic 
features of our quantum algebraic model linked to neuroscience are reported in the literature. In particular, we 
suggest reading the paper quoted in [21], and in detail the section entitled “Application of the Present Theory to 
Cognitive Processes in Psychology”. 
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